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Abstract. We investigated experimentally the rheological behavior of whole human blood subjected to large amplitude oscillatory shear under strain control to assess its nonlinear viscoelastic response. In these rheological tests, the shear stress response
presented higher harmonic contributions, revealing the nonlinear behavior of human blood that is associated with changes in its
internal microstructure. For the rheological conditions investigated, intra-cycle strain-stiffening and intra-cycle shear-thinning
behavior of the human blood samples were observed and quantified based on the Lissajous–Bowditch plots. The results demonstrated that the dissipative nature of whole blood is more intense than its elastic component. We also assessed the effect of
adding EDTA anticoagulant on the shear viscosity of whole blood subjected to steady shear flow. We found that the use of
anticoagulant in appropriate concentrations did not influence the shear viscosity and that blood samples without anticoagulant
preserved their rheological characteristics approximately for up to 8 minutes before coagulation became significant.
Keywords: Whole blood rheology, shear viscosity, anticoagulant effect, large amplitude oscillatory shear (LAOS)

1. Introduction
The investigation of the rheological behavior of whole blood has a long historical record dating back
to the first half of the 20th century, with most studies focusing on the characterization of the steadyshear viscosity [3,7,8,11,20–23]. In spite of the large number of rheological investigations reported in
the literature, their impact on clinical practice is still modest.
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Blood is a non-Newtonian fluid and exhibits a complex rheological behavior, such as shear-thinning
viscosity and thixotropy, primarily due to the presence of and interaction between cellular elements,
mainly the red blood cells (RBC), which are the most abundant component and whose mechanical
properties are inherent to the microstructure characteristic of blood.
The rotational rheometer is the most commonly used equipment to measure the time, strain and shear
rate dependent rheological behavior of blood [20], but alternative rheological techniques have also been
explored. For instance, a capillary tube viscometer able to measure the whole blood viscosity within
2 min was developed by Kim et al. [15] and Alexy et al. [1] proposed an automated tube-type viscometer operating over a wide range of shear rates (1–1500 s−1 ) for rapid and reproducible blood viscosity
measurements. Also, an oscillating resonator probe placed into the tube for blood withdrawal was developed by Mark et al. [18] in order to perform bedside blood rheological measurements given its good
sensitivity to changes in blood viscosity due to alterations in the plasma and protein concentrations. This
device is disposable and allows a rapid test without adding anticoagulant to the blood sample.
The idea that the addition of anticoagulants to blood samples can dilute blood and affect the rheological properties has been a matter of ample debate [2,12,24,25]. In particular, there has been discussion
on the proper concentration of anticoagulant that should be used to prevent coagulation and prevent
interference between components [4]. The most frequently used anticoagulants in hemorheological investigations are ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), heparin and citrate, which may be in liquid or
solid phase. In the guidelines for hemorheological measurements recommended by the International Society for Clinical Hemorheology, the EDTA anticoagulant is preferred, and heparin is reported to change
hemorheological parameters to a higher degree than the remaining anticoagulants [2].
Blood is also reported to exhibit viscoelastic properties but these are far less quantified, since measurements under oscillatory flow are far from conclusive, in addition to being limited to the linear regime
(small strain amplitude). In a recent study, Campo-Deaño et al. [6] were able to measure the viscoelastic
moduli of whole human blood using passive microrheology, confirming its viscoelastic nature. Moreover, a recent study by Brust et al. [5] showed that even plasma exhibits viscoelastic properties under
extensional flow with a relaxation time at 37◦ C of the order of 0.5 ms. On the other hand, under pure
shear flow conditions, plasma reveals a Newtonian-like flow behavior with negligible viscoelasticity.
In this work, we focus on the measurement of the oscillatory shear rheology of healthy human whole
blood samples in large amplitude oscillatory shear (LAOS), which was used to quantify the nonlinear
viscoelastic response of whole blood. Due to the small elasticity of blood and equipment limitations, accurate measurements of linear viscoelasticity under small amplitude conditions, and in particular of the
elastic storage modulus, were not possible. To complement the rheological characterization under oscillatory flow, we also measured the whole blood flow curve and investigated the effects of anticoagulants
used during blood collection.
2. Theoretical basis of large amplitude oscillatory shear
In oscillatory shear measurements both stress (τ ) and strain (γ) vary with time (with one of them
imposed and the other monitored) and the viscous and elastic components of a viscoelastic material can
be measured simultaneously [9].
Given the wide range of strain amplitudes and frequencies encompassed by small and large oscillatory
shear flows, different conditions are achieved probing the linear and nonlinear viscoelastic properties of
complex fluids, respectively [13,14]. Furthermore, the nonlinear rheological response in LAOS can be
correlated with the microstructure of the viscoelastic sample.
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In strain-controlled LAOS tests, the imposed strain follows a sinusoidal evolution in time and the corresponding shear stress response measured is not necessarily sinusoidal, revealing the nonlinear behavior
of the sample.
The sinusoidal strain input is given by:
γ(t) = γ1 sin(ωt),

(1)

where ω is the angular frequency, t is the time and γ1 is the maximum strain deformation of the cycle.
The shear stress response in a LAOS test can be given as a sum of higher harmonic contributions [10,
14,16]:
τ (t) =


n:1,3,5,...

τn sin(nωt + δn ) = γ1



|G∗n | sin(nωt + δn ),

(2)

n:1,3,5,...


where |G∗n | = Gn + Gn with G∗n being the complex moduli, Gn the storage moduli, Gn the loss
moduli and δn the phase angles.
The higher harmonic contributions are the main responsible for the nonsinusoidal shape of the shear
stress waveform, with the 3rd harmonic being the one that most affects it [14]. Moreover, the phase angle
for the 3rd harmonic gives information about sample structure as documented elsewhere [13].
Ewoldt et al. [10] characterized the complex nonlinear response in LAOS measurements based on the
analysis of Lissajous–Bowditch plots, allowing the distinction between elastic and viscous nonlinearities. In a Lissajous–Bowditch plot, it is possible to illustrate the cyclic variations of shear stress as a
function of strain, or shear stress versus shear rate, which occur during an oscillatory shear experiment.
For a purely viscous material, a Lissajous–Bowditch plot of shear stress as a function of strain shows a
circular shape (shear rate and strain are out of phase, with an angle π/2) and for an elastic material, the
same plot reveals a straight line (stress and strain are in phase). Furthermore, for a linear viscoelastic
sample, the stress–strain plot is elliptical and a deviation from an elliptical shape indicates a nonlinear
behavior of the test sample. In contrast, the shape of a Lissajous–Bowditch plot of shear stress versus
shear rate is a straight line for a viscous sample and a circle for an elastic material.
In the framework described by Ewoldt et al. [10], the following variables were defined in order to quantify the nonlinear viscoelastic properties: the minimum strain elastic shear modulus or tangent modulus
at γ = 0, GM ; and the large strain elastic shear modulus or secant modulus evaluated at the maximum
imposed strain (γ = γ1 ), GL . These variables are defined as [16]:


dτ 
1 
=
=
nτ
cos(δ
)
=
nGn ,
n
n
dγ γ=0 γ1 n:1,3,5,...
n:1,3,5,...


τ
1 
=
(−1)(n−1)/2 τn cos(δn ) =
Gn (−1)(n−1)/2 .
GL = 
γ γ=±γ1
γ1 n:1,3,5,...
n:1,3,5,...
GM

(3)

(4)

These properties can be determined graphically using the Lissajous–Bowditch plot τ (γ) or from the
Fourier parameters of the higher harmonic stress contributions, by obtaining the coefficients, Gn , the
amplitudes, τn , and the phase angles, δn . Graphically, the minimum-strain modulus represents the slope
of the tangent at γ = 0 and the large-strain modulus represents the slope of a straight line connecting
the axes origin to the point where the strain is maximum [10].
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 and η  , respectively, can also be defined in
The minimum-rate and large-rate dynamic viscosities, ηM
L
a similar manner [16]:


dτ 
1
1 

=
(−1)(n−1)/2 nτn sin(δn ) =
nGn (−1)(n−1)/2 ,
(5)
ηM =

dγ̇ γ̇=0 ωγ1 n:1,3,5,...
ω n:1,3,5,...

ηL

τ 
1
= 
=
γ̇ γ̇=±γ̇1
ωγ1



τn sin(δn ) =

n:1,3,5,...

1
ω



Gn .

(6)

n:1,3,5,...

These two properties define the instantaneous viscosities at the smallest and at the largest shear rates,
 represents the slope of the tangent at
respectively. In a Lissajous–Bowditch plot of the form τ (γ̇), ηM

γ̇ = 0 and ηL the slope of a straight line connecting the axes origin to the point for which the shear rate
is maximum.
Based on these variables, it is possible to define the strain-stiffening ratio [10]:
S(ω, γ1 ) =

GL − GM
GL

(7)

and the shear-thickening ratio:
T (ω, γ1 ) =


ηL − ηM
.

ηL

(8)

For S > 0, the material shows intra-cycle strain-stiffening, whereas S < 0 indicates intra-cycle strainsoftening. For a linear elastic response, S = 0. Similarly, T = 0 represents a linear viscous response,
and T > 0 corresponds to intra-cycle shear-thickening and T < 0 intra-cycle shear-thinning [10].

3. Experimental techniques
3.1. Blood withdrawal, storage and preparation
Whole blood samples were collected by venepuncture from two healthy human volunteers, who had
given their informed consent. The donors were a male and a female, with average hematocrit values of
41.6% and 41.3%, respectively. The procedure of blood withdrawal and storage followed the new guidelines for hemorheological techniques recommended by the International Society for Clinical Hemorheology [2] and the work was carried out at Hospital de S. João (Porto, Portugal) in compliance with its
Ethics Committee for Health.
Sampling was done in a quiet environment at ambient temperature (T = 20 ± 2◦ C) after overnight
fasting of the donors. Blood withdrawal was carried out after a 15 min resting period in the seated
position. The sampling site was the antecubital vein, and the sampling was done within 90 s after the
application of a tourniquet. Sterile 21 G needles and 3 ml vacuum tubes (BD plastic Vacutainers® ) containing K2 EDTA (1.8 mg cm−3 ) were used for blood collection. The first blood sample to be tested after
collection remained in the EDTA tube at room temperature for 10 min prior to testing. The remaining
samples were cooled down to 4◦ C and stored for a maximum of 4 h before testing. Moreover, before
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testing each sample was allowed to rest for 10 min at room temperature in order to equilibrate the temperature, after which the rheological measurements were carried out at 37◦ C. All measurements were
performed on the day of blood withdrawal.
3.2. Rheological measurements of whole blood
The steady-state and oscillatory shear rheology of whole blood samples were characterized using a
rotational rheometer (Physica MCR301, Anton Paar) with a Peltier temperature control system. The
minimum torque of the rheometer is 0.1 µNm, or 0.02 µNm when the direct strain oscillation module
(DSO) is used. The torque accuracy is 0.2 µNm for the experiments performed, with the torque resolution
being 1 nNm. The measurements were performed using a 50 mm diameter serrated plate–plate geometry,
denoted as PP50, using a gap of h = 1 mm. The serrated plate has a structured roughness shape with
orthogonal protuberances having 1 mm spacing in both directions. A plate–plate geometry delays the
onset of inertial instabilities at the higher shear-rates of the measurement, especially if small gaps are
used. The geometry is schematically presented in Fig. 1.
Each blood sample was pipetted directly from the collection tube and placed in the middle of the
lower plate of the rheometer after gentle agitation of the tube in order to promote the homogeneity of
the sample. After that, the upper plate of the rheometer was moved to the measuring position (1 mm of
gap) and the blood sample filled the gap between both plates. Prior to measurement, the samples were
allowed to rest in the measurement gap for an adequate time (of the order of 60 s) in order to reach the
desired temperature. Moreover, all the measurements were done within 20 min.
For steady shear measurements, the blood sample was agitated for 30 s at a shear rate of γ̇ = 300 s−1
prior to the measurement of each point, in order to promote the homogeneity of the blood sample. Using
this protocol, which was employed similarly in other investigations [17,19], the influence of sedimentation of RBC upon each data point is reduced and the results obtained are independent of the measuring
profile imposed on the shear rates.
For oscillatory shear measurements, we performed strain-controlled LAOS tests using the DSO module of the rotational rheometer in order to generate an accurate sinusoidal strain input, by applying an
angular frequency sweep at a fixed strain amplitude value. Due to instrument limitations and the small
elastic character of blood, it was not possible to measure accurately the storage modulus using small
amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS). In addition, the tendency of RBC to sediment during SAOS measurements because of the small amplitudes of deformation employed also renders these measurements
impracticable. Hence, we focus on the nonlinear response of whole blood using large amplitude oscillatory shear (LAOS) and in particular, the framework proposed by Ewoldt et al. [10] discussed in Section 2
is used to define and analyze the nonlinear viscous and elastic responses of human blood. For these tests,

Fig. 1. Schematics of the measuring system used. The rotating part is on top and the fixed plate is positioned on bottom. The
blood sample is placed in the gap between the lower plate and the upper fixture. The upper plate has a rough surface. (Colors
are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/BIR-130643.)
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strain amplitudes of 10, 50 and 100 were imposed (the strain is defined as the ratio between the maximum amplitude of displacement of the periphery of the disk over the plate separation). All measurements
under steady and oscillatory shear flow were performed at the physiological temperature, T = 37◦ C.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Influence of anticoagulant on the whole blood viscosity
The steady-shear viscosity curve is presented in Fig. 2(a), where the shear-thinning character of blood
is clearly visible. It is important to note that the results obtained in these measurements using blood
samples from both donors are similar, since the hematocrit values are also similar.
A question that often arises is whether the use of the anticoagulant at the minimum admissible concentration to prevent coagulation (1.5–1.8 mg cm−3 , as documented by Baskurt et al. [2]) affects or
not the rheological behavior of whole blood. To clarify this issue, we measured the viscosity of whole
blood samples with and without adding anticoagulant. As described in Section 3.1, blood samples were
collected using Vacutainers® plastic tubes with EDTA for preventing blood coagulation during the rheological measurements, but when collecting blood without adding the EDTA anticoagulant we used a
different procedure for blood withdrawal. Only in this case, blood was collected directly to a disposable
plastic syringe, and transferred immediately to the rheometer in order to start the rheological measurement within the shortest possible time interval (typically within 2 min). In Fig. 2(b) we present a comparison between the flow curves measured for whole blood samples with and without the addition of EDTA
anticoagulant. We used the maximum admissible concentration of the anticoagulant recommended by
Baskurt et al. [2], which is 1.8 mg cm−3 , to enhance the influence of anticoagulant as much as possible.

Fig. 2. (a) Steady-shear viscosity as a function of the shear rate measured at 37◦ C, for donor A (male) and donor B (female). The
dashed lines represent the minimum measurable shear viscosity based on 5× the minimum resolvable torque (i) and the onset
of secondary flow due to Taylor instabilities (ii). (b) Comparison of the steady-shear viscosity of whole blood samples from
donor B measured at 37◦ C with and without adding anticoagulant. For both measurements, the shear rate was increased from
1 s−1 to 300 s−1 . The shear viscosity of the blood sample without anticoagulant starts to deviate from that obtained with anticoagulant at γ̇ = 100 s−1 , approximately 8 min after blood collection, and presents higher values for this and the subsequent measurements at higher shear rates. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/BIR-130643.)
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The results of the shear viscosity measurements for the sample containing the EDTA anticoagulant were
similar to those of the blood sample without anticoagulant addition, with the differences between both
measurements being within experimental uncertainty, at least during the first 8 min after blood collection. We observed that approximately 8–9 min after blood collection, the results obtained for the blood
sample without anticoagulant start to deviate from those obtained using anticoagulant, probably due to
the onset of blood coagulation.
4.2. Nonlinear viscoelastic behavior of blood
We used LAOS tests to investigate the transient behavior of whole blood at large amplitude deformations. In Fig. 3(a1) and (b1) we present the strain waveforms imposed on the blood samples. The
corresponding raw shear stress response measured over a period of one cycle is shown in Fig. 3(a2) and
(b2), for blood samples from both donors. The corresponding Lissajous–Bowditch plots for γ1 = 10 and
ω = 0.158 rad s−1 are exhibited in Fig. 4.
The imposed strain waveform is sinusoidal, but the shear stress measured deviates clearly from a
perfect sinusoidal function. A Fourier transform shows higher harmonic contributions as we can notice
in Fig. 3(a2) for γ1 = 10 (tperiod ≈ 9 s). When the sample deformation is increased to γ1 = 100, the
shape of the stress waveform changes and approaches a sinusoidal function, which is out of phase by
π/2 relative to the imposed strain (Fig. 3(b2)). Changes in the shape of the shear stress waveform can be
associated with alterations in the internal microstructure of human blood. A possible explanation for such
alteration in the stress waveform output, for γ1 = 10, is that RBC can aggregate, at least to a small extent,
leading to the formation of weak structures when the deformation is smaller, but these structures tend to
break when subject to higher deformations. Since at high deformations (and consequently deformation
rates) RBC do not form aggregates, the shape of the observed shear stress output is closer to a perfect
sinusoidal function. A similar phenomenon was observed with complex fluids of polymeric solutions, in
which polymer chains can associate together [13].
Figure 4 shows the Lissajous–Bowditch plots of τ (γ) and τ (γ̇) for γ1 = 10 and ω = 0.158 rad s−1 as
well as γ1 = 100 and ω = 1 rad s−1 . In addition, the elastic moduli and dynamic viscosities defined in
Section 2 are also illustrated in Fig. 4 and the corresponding values are presented in Table 1.
The rheological behavior observed for both donors, female and male, was similar. We verified that
intra-cycle strain-stiffening (S > 0) occurs for all strain amplitudes investigated. Moreover, except only

> ηL ,
for blood samples from one donor at γ1 = 10 and ω = 0.251 rad s−1 , we verify that ηM
confirming the intra-cycle shear-thinning behavior.
The intra-cycle behavior for whole blood can be analyzed by means of normalized Lissajous–
Bowditch plots in terms of shear stress versus strain and shear stress versus shear rate as displayed
in Figs 5 and 6 for donors A and B, respectively. Data are normalized using the base wave or similarly,
the first harmonic.
For a constant value of the angular frequency, the shape of the Lissajous–Bowditch plots for the
higher strain amplitudes (γ1 = 50 and 100) is very similar, but different from that at lower strain amplitude (γ1 = 10). At the lower frequencies, i.e. slow deformation, the shape of the τ (γ) Lissajous–
Bowditch plots for γ1 = 50 and 100 is close to a circle indicating an essentially viscous behavior,
whereas for the lower strain a distorted ellipse appears, with bent-elbow shape at the maximum and minimum strains, which is synonymous of simultaneous viscous and elastic behavior. On the other hand,
the τ (γ̇) Lissajous–Bowditch plots show a nonelliptical shape with a small area enclosed for the higher
strain amplitudes, while for γ1 = 10 the internal area increases significantly. Considering for instance,
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Fig. 3. Imposed strain waveform (left column) and shear stress waveform response (right column) at constant angular frequency
ω = 0.158 rad s−1 for two different strain amplitudes, γ1 = 10 (a) and 100 (b), and for blood donors A and B. (Colors are
visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/BIR-130643.)

γ1 = 50 and an angular frequency ω = 0.1 rad s−1 , since the shape of the Lissajous–Bowditch plot τ (γ)
is nearly circular and the inner area of that figure represents the lost energy, it is possible to associate
a dominant viscous character to blood rheology. The weakly elastic nature of blood at small frequencies is further attested by the small enclosed area in the τ (γ̇) plot, which is proportional to the stored
energy. Nevertheless, the small area observed demonstrates that whole human blood shows a slight elastic component under these rheological conditions, instead of a purely viscous character that would be
anticipated by the nearly circular shape of the τ (γ) Lissajous–Bowditch plot.
Increasing the angular frequency, the Lissajous–Bowditch plots become more elliptical. However, we
note that the shape of the figures is not a well-defined ellipse since we are outside the linear viscoelastic
regime. Moreover, a visual inspection of the Lissajous–Bowditch plots shows that at lower γ1 the area of
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Fig. 4. Lissajous–Bowditch plots for two different strain amplitudes and angular velocities. The slopes of the lines represent


and ηL
. Blood samples from donor A. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article;
the variables GM , GL , ηM
http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/BIR-130643.)

Table 1


Elastic moduli (GM and GL ), dynamic viscosities (ηM
and ηL
) and dimensionless indices of nonlinearity (S and T ) calculated
for two different amplitudes and angular velocities using the Fourier coefficients
GM
(Pa)
γ1 = 10
ω = 0.158 rad s−1
γ1 = 100
ω = 1 rad s−1

GL
(Pa)

S


ηM
(Pa s)


ηL
(Pa s)

T

2.50 × 10−3

5.84 × 10−3

0.572

1.77 × 10−2

1.61 × 10−2

−0.100

−6.50 × 10−4

−7.50 × 10−4

0.133

4.04 × 10−3

2.85 × 10−3

−0.417

Note: The values correspond to the rheological data presented in Fig. 4 (blood samples from donor A).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5. Normalized Lissajous–Bowditch plots of shear stress as function of strain (left hand-side column) or shear rate (right
hand-side column) at strain amplitudes of γ1 = 10 ( ), 50 ( ) and 100 ( ). The plots were obtained at different angular frequencies for blood donor A. The arrows indicate the direction of decreasing strain amplitude. (a) ω = 0.1 rad s−1 .
(b) ω = 0.251 rad s−1 . (c) ω = 0.631 rad s−1 . (d) ω = 3.98 rad s−1 . (Colors are visible in the online version of the article;
http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/BIR-130643.)

the τ (γ) figure decreases and that of τ (γ̇) increases, corresponding to a decrease of the dissipative energy
and an increase of the stored energy [16]. However, they do not flatten significantly and consequently,
human blood is far more dissipative than elastic in shear. We observe an increase of the storage energy
with increasing angular frequency, indicative of the viscoelastic character of whole human blood.
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(d)
Fig. 5. (Continued). (Colors are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/BIR-130643.)

It is worth noticing that when the angular frequency is increased, the layout of the Lissajous–Bowditch
curve changes. Note that for the lower frequencies, ∂τ /∂ γ̇ is positive at, for instance γ̇ = 0 s−1 , while
for the higher frequency, ω ≈ 3.98 rad s−1 (only shown in Fig. 5(d)), ∂τ /∂ γ̇ is negative at γ̇ = 0 s−1 .
This phenomenon suggests that a dramatic change in the blood microstructure has taken place and this
happens at ω ≈ 2.5 rad s−1 (not shown here). In addition, we observe some scatter and oscillations
in the Lissajous–Bowditch plots at high frequencies (cf. Fig. 5(d)), which can be due to inertia related
phenomena caused by the high rate of deformation used in these measurements. We also verify from the
Fourier transform analysis that, for the angular velocity at which these oscillations are visible, the Fourier
coefficients obtained and used to calculate the rheological properties do not have physical meaning.
Furthermore, for those frequencies, it is not possible to represent graphically in the Lissajous–Bowditch
plots the elastic moduli and dynamic viscosities obtained from the values of the odd-harmonic Fourier
coefficients, because such values do not correspond to these measures. For all cases investigated, we
compared the graphical representation of the rheological properties with the values obtained from the FT
framework and the results showed good agreement, except when the Lissajous–Bowditch plots present
the mentioned oscillations and the layout of the curve changes.
5. Conclusions
In the present work, we investigated the rheological properties of whole blood in steady and large amplitude oscillatory shear flow. The flow curves for blood samples with and without EDTA anticoagulant
were also measured and we found the results were similar, indicating the negligible effect of EDTA on
blood rheology. Moreover, the results show that blood samples without anticoagulant can preserve their
characteristics approximately for up to 8–9 min before coagulation when an abnormal viscosity increase
takes place.
The large amplitude oscillatory shear measurements were employed to characterize the nonlinear behavior of human whole blood and the corresponding important variables were quantified. The results
show that the viscous component prevails over the elastic component, although a small elastic character is clearly visible under certain conditions. This investigation uses two blood donors to provide
quantitative information about the nonlinear viscoelastic behavior of the human blood. Future studies
considering a larger population would be insightful to assess whether person to person variability in
hematology influences these nonlinear viscoelastic quantities.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 6. Normalized Lissajous–Bowditch plots of shear stress as function of strain (left hand-side column) or shear
rate (right hand-side column) at strain amplitudes of γ1 = 10 ( ), 50 ( ) and 100 ( ). The plots were obtained
at different angular frequencies for blood donor B. The arrows indicate the direction of decreasing strain amplitude.
(a) ω = 0.1 rad s−1 . (b) ω = 0.251 rad s−1 . (c) ω = 0.631 rad s−1 . (Colors are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/BIR-130643.)
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